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GRAPPLING WITH NEW
RETAIL MODELS

I

’m old enough to remember when Billy Joel was
relevant.
In the late 1970s the music world was abuzz with
talk about “the new wave” of music emanating largely from
the U.K., which had the ethics of punk music without the
anger or nihilism. It was taking the airwaves by storm.
Billy Joel, rooted in a more traditional world, observed,
“Everyone’s talking about the new sound. Funny, but it’s still
rock and roll to me.”
That song comes to mind now, as I contemplate what has
The New been dubbed “The New Retail.”
Retail’
The aftermarket is trying to get its collective head around
integrates new concepts of selling to modern consumers. You can’t
online go to an automotive conference these days without hearing
searches, multiple takes on The New Retail.
According to a recent report by consulting firm Roland
offline
Berger,
commissioned by the Automotive Aftermarket
shopping,
Suppliers Association, we need to prepare for a retail
modern
technology, revolution that starts with developing an omnichannel
strategy. With that firmly in place, we can develop an
and cutting- effective online-to-offline (o2o) model, which will lure
edge logistics potential customers from their online research into physical
stores where they ultimately make their purchases.
You can see how this would be key for traditional jobbers.
The Roland Berger report says that in order to compete with new digital-only
competitors, suppliers need to achieve competence in digital marketing, offer
consistent pricing strategies, have effective fulfillment options, and demonstrate a
thorough appreciation of customer demographics and preferences.
But as I said, The New Retail does not suffer from a paucity of analysis – much of it
conflicting.
According to Michael Zakkour, vice president of Asia strategy at Tompkins
International, the West has become “stuck” in omnichannel marketing, while Asian
companies have already moved on to unichannel marketing, which creates an even
more integrated consumer-first ecosystem.
“Omnichannel is a stepping stone to New Retail,” he writes in his new book, The
New Retail: Born in China, Going Global. “China is five steps ahead of the rest of the
world on retail, consumption and technology, and how to merge them.”
So for you marketing nerds out there, there is certainly a great deal to process about
the retail renaissance that is rewriting everything you thought you knew about selling
goods and services. There are new questions to ask, and previously unseen needs to
fill. Everything is changing.
But is it really?
Technologies come and go, but human sensibilities tend to stay static. And I would
suggest that selling is selling. Successful retail marketing – of the new or old variety –
simply means connecting customers with the goods and services they want.
In our business, it boils down to getting the right part to the right place at the right
time. It’s that simple. And that complicated.
As Billy Joel would say, “it may be the next phase, new wave, dance craze… but
anyways, it’s still rock and roll to me.”

ISSN 0021-7050
Online 1923-3477

I look forward to your thoughts. You can reach me at allan@newcom.ca
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LESS SEEK
MORE FIND

Introducing OmnicraftTM parts for all non-Ford makes and models. With this newest addition
to our lineup, which includes Ford and an expanded Motorcraft® parts offering for Ford vehicles,
we are now a one-stop-shop for quality parts – with a competitive warranty at a great
price. So now you can spend less time looking, and more time getting things done.
For more information, contact your local Ford Dealer or visit ford.ca/wholesale.

Motorcraft® is a registered trademark of Ford Motor Company. OmnicraftTM is a trademark of Ford Motor Company. ©2019 Ford Motor Company of Canada, Limited. All rights reserved.

over the counter |
NEW AASA BOSS TAKES INTERNATIONAL APPROACH
Paul McCarthy, new president and CEO of the Automotive Aftermarket
Suppliers Association, anticipates increased collaboration between global
aftermarket players.
By Allan Janssen
The new president of AASA

says he’s committed to working
closely with his counterparts in
Canada and other countries as
they respond to technological and
political developments with global
implications.
Paul McCarthy, who took over
for Bill Long as the head of the
Paul McCarthy at AASA’s recent Vision Conference
North Carolina-based Automotive
Aftermarket Suppliers Association
in July, said aftermarket players around the
He said the biggest problem is determining
world increasingly need to cooperate on
how the rules of the game are changing.
strategic approaches to potentially disruptive
“Business tends to do very well when the
innovations.
rules are firm. We’re entrepreneurs. We figure
“I think everybody across our industry, in
out how to succeed within the rules,” he said.
groups here in North America and around the
“But it’s difficult when we don’t know what the
world, need to look for opportunities to work
rules will be tomorrow or next month.”
together,” he said in an interview with Jobber
The North American automotive industry has
News. “We’ve already started – particularly with
long been integrated, though, and he does not
regard to big issues we’re all facing.”
expect that to change.
McCarthy said a growing percentage of
“We believe the close relationship between
aftermarket suppliers are taking a global view
Canada, the U.S., and Mexico will continue
of supply chain issues. And increasing vehicle
because it just makes so much sense,” he
electrification, automation, driver assist systems,
said. “From a production standpoint, it is very
and evolving trade relationships are rewriting
important for North America to be integrated in
the rules of how parts suppliers interact.
order to compete with other regions around the
In North America, AASA has collaborated
world.”
with AIA Canada on a response to the growing
He said he is ultimately very optimistic about
threat to consumer’s freedom to choose where
the future of the aftermarket. Not only is the
to have their vehicles maintained.
“tail” of the internal combustion engine era
“We have a very good relationship with AIA
much longer than most people anticipated,
Canada,” he said. “We are all trying to figure
but new technology is expected to bring new
out these new frontiers of what the technology
market growth for the aftermarket.
will bring to our industries and the challenges
“We have to move from a position of fear to
they’ll bring to our ability to service vehicles
determination, and from threat to opportunity,”
and the consumer’s right to repair.”
he said.
McCarthy has been with AASA and its
As for new competitors, McCarthy is
parent organization the Motor & Equipment
confident the aftermarket will prevail.
Manufacturers Association (MEMA) since 2001.
“There are things we can learn from Amazon
He acknowledged that recent developments
and from other E-tailers and omnichannel
in Washington have created some challenges
retailers. Aside from providing the right
for part manufacturers on both sides of the
part, right place, right time, there are some
border.
new criteria: convenience, user experience,
“Uncertainty is the new certainty in the U.S.,”
seamless online-offline utility. This is a true
he said, “and that’s a big challenge for all of our
battleground and I’m confident we’ll compete
members.”
effectively,” he said.
JOBBER NEWS / SEPTEMBER 2019 | www.autoserviceworld.com
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Business tends to
do very well when the
rules are firm. We’re
entrepreneurs. We figure
out how to succeed
within the rules. But it’s
difficult when we don’t
know what the rules will
be tomorrow or next
month.

”
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40 YEARS AT THE COUNTER… AND COUNTING

Karen Cust

Karen Cust says the challenges, rewards,
and, most of all, the people account for
her longevity in the aftermarket.
She started at Morinville Bumper to
Bumper in Morinville, Alta. in 1979, and
still enjoys every minute of it.
Her boss, Maurice Chevalier, describes
her as an integral part of the company.
“This year she will have been working
for us for 40 years… with no signs of
retiring,” he wrote to Jobber News. “I’m
sure you’d agree this is an incredible
achievement!”
Hired by Maurice’s parents, O’Neil and
Simonne, Cust was first and foremost a
driver, but she quickly proved capable of
all kinds of duties, so her responsibilities
kept expanding.
She learned the subtleties of inventory
management back when there weren’t any
computers and the parts were all tracked
on index cards.

She learned how to sell parts by
working the counter with O’Neil,
eventually being able to flip through the
old paper catalogues as fast as he could.
Most of all, she learned how to meet the
customers’ ever-rising expectations.
“You had to make sure the customer
had everything they needed so they
wouldn’t come back complaining,” she
says. “They only wanted to make one trip
to the store!”
Of course there were those who
questioned if a woman could do a “man’s
job.” Some even gave her a hard time.
“The automotive aftermarket has come
a long way since then,” she says.
And, as Maurice pointed out, she’s not
yet ready to talk about retirement.
“I like everything about it. I like the
work, the challenge, the customers. And I
get to work with some great people,” she
says. “The people are the best.”

It's true we have an open
garage door policy.

Join our more than 600 independent service
centres, all proud to wear the NAPA AUTOPRO colours
from coast to coast.

For more information, visit napaautopro.com
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STATSCAN RELEASES PROFILE OF
SELF-EMPLOYED CANADIANS
OK TIRE OPENS
NEW DC IN
NEWFOUNDLAND
OK Tire has announced plans to relocate

its Newfoundland distribution centre from
the town of Clarenville to Mount Pearl.
The move is part of a $100 million-dollar
Canada-wide expansion plan over the next
five years.
“The move to Mount Pearl from
Clarenville, Nfld., will allow for a more
streamlined distribution strategy with
a better assortment to become more
aligned with market demands,” says Mike
Rutherford, COO of OK Tire.
The new Mount Pearl centre will span
16,000 square feet.
“At the heart of this project is a need to
better serve our dealers and, by extension,
our customers,” says Jim Caldwell,
president and CEO of OK Tire Stores Inc.
“With an increase of approximately 30
dealers per year, our distribution centres
need to effectively keep up with the
growth.”

NEW TOUCHETTE
WAREHOUSE FOR
S.W. ONTARIO
Tire distributor Groupe Touchette has

opened a new distribution centre in
Cambridge, Ont.
The new distribution centre is ready to
serve more than 15 cities in southwestern
Ontario, including London, Kitchener,
Waterloo, and Guelph. The new
warehouse has a total surface of 50,000
square feet and a capacity of close to
75,000 tires.
The company says that, among other
things, its clients from nearby cities will
benefit from a better delivery service and
a wider tire and brand inventory.
“This distribution centre will enable us
to cover a bigger territory, provide better
service, better access to products, and a
faster delivery capacity,” said Cambridge
warehouse manager Larry Scheweertman.
“Furthermore, it creates seven permanent
positions.”

About one in seven Canadian workers

were self-employed in 2018 –
accounting for 15% of total
employment – according to a new
report from Statistics Canada. That’s
up from 12% in 1976.
More notably, the number
of women entrepreneurs is up
dramatically to 38% of all selfemployed workers in 2018, from just
26% in 1976.
The government agency describes
self-employment as a major aspect of
economic activity and an important
source of employment growth.
Professional, scientific and
technical services have emerged
as the industry with the second
highest self-employment rate: 32% in
2018, up from 27% in 1987, the year
such data first became available.
Agriculture remains the industry with
the highest (albeit declining) share
of self-employment: 57% in 2018,
down from 68% in 1987.
Understanding self-employment requires information on why Canadians
choose this form of employment. As part of a one-time supplement to
the Labour Force Survey of September 2018, respondents who were selfemployed in their main job during the 12 months prior to the survey were
asked to indicate the main reason for their self-employment.
One-third (33.5%) of self-employed workers reported independence and
freedom as the main reason for choosing this form of employment. About
15% reported that they had to be self-employed because of the nature of
their job.
Provincially, the proportion of self-employed who reported independence
and freedom as reasons for choosing this type of work ranged from 29% in
Newfoundland and Labrador to 38% in New Brunswick. On the other hand,
self-employed workers in Newfoundland and Labrador were more likely to
cite “nature of job – had to be self-employed” as the main reason for their
self-employment (23%, compared with a national average of 15%).
Workers in certain occupations – such as physicians, dentists and
veterinarians – were more likely to be self-employed due to the nature
of their job. Nature of job was also more commonly cited among selfemployed workers in occupations as diverse as managers in agriculture
and performing artists.
While independence and freedom were the top reason for both men and
women in self-employment, women were more likely than men to indicate
flexible hours (11% vs. 7%) and work-family balance (15% vs. 5%) as their
main reason.
Much of the above information is depicted in a new infographic from
the government agency. You can find it on Auto Service World at:
www.autoserviceworld.com/self-employed

JOBBER NEWS / SEPTEMBER 2019 | www.autoserviceworld.com
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POWER STOP LAUNCHES CANADIAN INITIATIVE
Power Stop LLC, of Bedford Park Ill., has

introduced its products and attributes to
the Canadian marketplace.
Canadian aftermarket veteran Robert
Pitt has entered into an agreement to
oversee the Power Stop launch and
manage all of the company’s products

and programs in Canada. Pitt has a
background in the Canadian market
spanning more than 18 years, and has
held senior positions with Federal-Mogul,
Dana Brake & Chassis, Affinia, and Brake
Parts Inc.
Power Stop has experienced significant

growth in the U.S. market over the last 15
years, and the company says it is excited
to have the same success in Canada.
Mark Pritt, vice president, special
markets, said, “Robert has the knowledge,
experience, and customer respect to
bring our differentiated product offering
to the Canadian market.”

AUTOMOTIVE
INDUSTRY VETERAN
LAUNCHES NEW
SALES AGENCY

Electric Water
Pumps

Water Pumps

Thermostats

Fan Pulley Brackets

Clutch Hydraulics

Inverter Water
Pumps

Hydraulic Belt
Tensioners

Free Wheel Hubs

Manual Transmissions

Shift Actuators

Oil Pumps

Timing Belt Kits

Fan Blades

Clutch Kits

ABS Speed
Sensors

Oil Control Valves

Fan Clutches

Ride Height
Sensors

After 40 years with Hella in a variety
of key marketing and sales roles, Siggi
Tigges has launched a new sales agency
called S.A.T. Sales and Consulting LLC.
The first client for the new sales agency
is SPEED Autoteile, a family owned and
operated parts supplier.
“I am very excited to have the opportunity to start S.A.T. Sales and Consulting
and even more so to provide our sales
and marketing services to SPEED
Autoteile. This is an outstanding organization with an award-winning portfolio of
high-quality import automotive replacement parts. I look forward to working
with them to expand their reach and success in North America,” said Tigges.

Timing Chain Covers

LIQUI MOLY TO
PARTNER WITH
KIMPEX
Vacuum Switching
Valves

Variable Valve
Timing Gears

Electronic Throttle
Bodies

Door Lock Actuators

German oil and additive specialist

Power Back
Door Actuators

Form-In-Place Gaskets

Automatic Transmission
Fluids

Antifreeze Coolant
(Pink & Blue)

“Constantly Building Upon
Our Own Innovations”
www.aisinaftermarket.com
ADS#18416
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Liqui Moly is significantly expanding its
powersports business in Canada, making
its products available through Kimpex,
a distributor of powersports parts and
accessories in Canada.
“We have found a great partner in
Kimpex,” says Carlos Travé, who is
responsible for Liqui Moly’s two-wheeler
and powersports activities.
For its part, Liqui Moly has developed
its own product lines for motorcycles,
ATVs, snowmobiles and boats.
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Russ Eggert, Mevotech

RUSS EGGERT

Canadian chassis manufacturer Mevotech has expanded its sales leadership
team with the addition of Russ Eggert as director of sales. Eggert has 20
years’ experience in the automotive aftermarket, most recently at Cardone
Industries.

Dan Morrison, Mevotech
Mevotech has promoted Dan Morrison to director of sales for Western Canada
and Ontario. In this new role, Dan will lead the western Canada and Ontario
team in selling, servicing, training and promoting Mevotech products.

DAN MORRISON

Denzel Lall, Continental

DENZEL LALL

Continental has named Denzel Lall as sales technical training specialist,
responsible for organizing, coordinating, and presenting a wide scope of
product training, focusing on the VDO REDI-Sensor and ATE Brake Systems
brands.

A more efﬁcient
water pump
for a greener
engine.

Joel Wiegert, Dayco
Joel E. Wiegert has been named the new CEO of Dayco LLC, responsible for
global operational performance and strategic direction. He has also been
named to the board of managers. Most recently he was the president and
general manager of BorgWarner Morse Systems.

JOEL WIEGERT

Mike McTeer, Dayco
Dayco has appointed Mike McTeer VP of sales and marketing for the U.S.
aftermarket. McTeer brings 25 years of experience and will be accountable
for all aspects of Dayco sales and marketing strategy within the U.S.
MIKE McTEER

Mike Carr, Cardone Industries
Mike Carr has been named CEO of Cardone Industries. He brings a wealth
of global experience from his 23 years at Johnson Controls and almost four
years at Axalta Coating Systems as president for North America, and then
president of the Americas.

MIKE CARR

Michael Paul, AIA Canada
Michael Paul has joined AIA Canada as executive director for Eastern Canada.
He will provide support and guidance to AIA Canada’s Quebec and Atlantic
divisions, and assist with government relations and membership services.
MICHAEL PAUL

+H`JVOPNOLɉJPLUJ`^H[LYW\TWZ
YLK\JLKMYPJ[PVUHUKWV^LYSVZZLZ
KLSP]LYPUNSV^LY*6LUNPULLTPZZPVUZ
This guarantees the highest levels of
engine performance, reliability
and long service life.

Jeffrey Lee, Spectra Premium
Spectra Premium has appointed Jeffrey A. Lee, an eight-year employee
of the company, as its new regional sales manager for Ontario and the
Maritimes. He will continue to lead sales efforts within Ontario and oversee
the Maritimes.

JEFFREY LEE

Don Hannah, 1933-2019

DON HANNAH

Don Hannah, the aftermarket veteran known for his good humour and
generous spirit, passed away on July 29, 2019. Hannah thrived in the
Canadian refinishing industry, and served for many years on the board of the
Shad’s R&R golf tournament. Q JN
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on the road with
Melissa Marshall, founder of Present Your Science,
addresses more than 200 women from across North
America who converged on Detroit for a Women’s
Leadership Conference, presented by the Auto Care
Association and the Automotive Industries Association of
Canada. A gallery of pictures from the conference can be
found at www.autoserviceworld.com/womens-leadership/

»

» Ken Coulter, president of
Specialty Sales & Marketing,
calls out golf winners at the
20th running of the Sunday
Monk’s Golf Tournament
at the Northview Golf and
Country Club in Surrey, B.C.
The aftermarket tournament
supports the High Five for
Kids charity.

Monaco Group Classic raised
»The
$380,000 at their 28th annual golf
fundraiser on June 10. The golf outing
was held at Le Balainvillier Golf Club
north of Montreal with a total of 180
guests participating. Funds go to the
Thoracic Surgery Research Foundation
of Montreal, the Montreal Neurological
Institute and Hospital, and the Montreal
Heart Institute Foundation.
than 100 golfers enjoyed the eighth annual Vast Auto
»More
golf tournament at Nobleton Lakes Golf Course on June 26.
The golf tournament raised $11,000 for the High Five for Kids
charity, bringing the total contributions to over $70,000 over
the years. “It’s all about the kids and we were very pleased
with the continued support again this year,” said Paul Bradley,
director of sales for Vast-Auto Distribution.

»

Lordco’s annual West Coast Classic golf tournament, co-founded by the late
Stan Kingshott in 1987 and dedicated to his memory, raised thousands of
dollars for a variety of local charities. This year’s event, held at the Vancouver
golf and country club in Coquitlam, B.C., attracted about 150 golfers.

Find more event coverage at AutoServiceWorld.com
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THE ULTIMATE
SPARK PLUG FOR
TODAY’S ENGINES
• OE dual ﬁne tip designs provide high
ignitability for optimal performance
• Ruthenium Technology for
unparalleled durability in highly
stressed engines

Find out more at ngksparkplugs.ca
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Joining THE FAMILY
ROBIN’S AUTO PARTS IN BRAMPTON IS THE
LATEST AUTO VALUE MEMBER IN ONTARIO.

T

he courtship lasted about seven
years, but it was never really in
doubt that Robin’s Auto Parts in
Brampton would eventually fly the Auto
Value flag.
On Friday, Jagvarinder (Jag) Dhaliwal
and Kulvir Singh, who purchased the
small jobber store in the highly industrial
area northwest of Toronto in 2012, made
it official.
The signs are up, the software is in
place, and the showroom is open at the
newest Auto Value store in Ontario.
Dhaliwal and Singh had been looking
for a business to invest in, and they considered a lot of options. But one of Singh’s
friend, a garage owner, told them a struggling parts store on Melanie Drive might
be for sale. They looked into it, and sure
enough, the owner of Robin’s Auto Parts
was contemplating retirement. The entre-

14

preneurs made an offer and soon found
themselves in the parts business.
Almost immediately they started working with Paul Bradley, then a business
development manager for Vast Auto Parts
in Ontario. They had a lot to learn, and
Bradley was a willing teacher.
More importantly, he says, they were
eager to learn.
“When they took over, it really wasn’t
much of a store. It was on its last legs,”
says Bradley. “Right away I started working on bringing Jag and Kulvir into the
automotive business, and helping them
understand what the parts sector is all
about, the various product lines and players that are out there, and all of the programs designed to help them grow their
business.”
To understand the parts business, Dhaliwal spent time on the counter, fielding

calls from repair shops.
“He already knew a lot about cars,” says
Singh, “but he had to understand how the
shops worked and the parts they need.
That helped a lot.”
Bradley (now the Ontario regional sales
director for Vast) and Jeff Cunningham
(the new business development manager
for the area) arranged clinics by major
parts suppliers to teach Dhaliwal and
Singh what goes into modern parts, how
they need to be sold, and what a balanced inventory looks like.
Together, the four of them worked to
update the company’s computer system,
installing Vast’s Eagle inventory management system, its Elite Extra dispatching
system, and the Net Value online parts
ordering system that allows Robins’ 300
or so wholesale customers to order parts
through Robin’s inventory or directly
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Paul Bradley, Vast Auto’s regional sales
director for Ontario (far left) and Jeff
Cunningham, business development
manager (far right) congratulates Kulvir
Singh and Jagvarinder (Jag) Dhaliwal,
partner owners of Robin’s Auto Parts in
Brampton.
From left, Jag Dhaliwal, Eric Bains,
Deep Gill, Abhinav Kaushal, Sukhdeep
Singh, Kunal Verma, Kulvir Singh.

through the Vast warehouse.
They also started working more closely
with those customers, explaining why quality repairs are not built on cheap parts.
“Some customers always want the
cheapest parts possible,” says Singh. “We
want our customers to sell quality parts. It
is better for them, it is better for their customer, and it is better for us.”
Over time the new business owners
changed their assortment of products to

lean towards quality parts, and sell them
more effectively to their customers.
It has also started to resolve the other
big problem in the auto repair industry:
overdue accounts.
“Selling the parts is not hard, and delivery is very easy,” says Singh. “But recovery
is a big problem. It depends on the personal habits of the customer.”
They have offered their customers help
in understanding the money end of the
business. And they’ve put their money
where their mouths are by updating their
inventory with quality parts that are relevant to the local market.
Updating the store’s inventory took
some time, because a lot of it was obsolete. Dhaliwal and Singh expanded the
business, renting an additional unit in the
industrial building they’re in, expanding
their footprint to 3,500 square feet, and filling the shelves with more than $600,000
worth of products.
The expansion also gave them some

room for a new showroom, and a more
attractive customer-facing counter. Piece
by piece, Bradley and Cunningham
helped put the new Robin’s together.
“It has taken a long time. We’d been
working together since 2012, and we
asked them many times to come over as
Auto Value members. They just didn’t feel
the timing was quite right,” says Bradley.
“And that’s OK. Our objective at Vast is
just to support the customer. Whether
they’re a banner member or not, they’re a
Vast customer.”
This year Dhaliwal and Singh agreed
the timing was finally right to join the Vast
family. Dhaliwal says the personal touch
was what made Vast so attractive to them.
“We were never interested in working
with a company where there are a lot of
channels to go through in order to get
something done,” he says. “When we
have a problem and we call Paul and Jeff,
the first thing they say is, ‘Your problem is
solved.’” QJN
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BY DONALEE MOULTON

Focusing on people
and creating a purpose
is central to thriving
workplace culture.

ENGAGED &
COMMITTED

W

orkplaces are made up of
much more than walls, inventory, and employees. They
are living entities with their own unique
personalities. Like snowflakes and fingerprints, no two offices, shops, or dealerships are the same.
Unlike snowflakes and fingerprints,
however, a workplace culture doesn’t just
happen. It has to be conceived and meticulously nurtured. With careful tending, a
company culture can be created where
employees are productive, content, and
contributing to corporate profitability.
“It’s a new generation, it’s a new aftermarket. Building a strong and positive
culture within your business retains and
attracts the best people in the industry
and builds a great bottom line to the company,” says Bob Greenwood, president
and CEO of the Automotive Aftermarket
E-Learning Centre Ltd., in Surrey, B.C.
Strong and successful corporate cultures

start with an emphasis on employees,
notes Rob Henderson, president and CEO
of BioTalent Canada, a national human
resources non-profit based in Ottawa. “If
you manage people, you really have only
one job, and that is to keep them happy.
The happier the employee, the more productive they will be.”
Job satisfaction can be an elusive goal.
A comprehensive 2016 workforce study
conducted by Hays Canada found that
47 per cent of Canadian professionals
are unhappy in their current job. Retail
employees reported the highest incidence
of unhappiness at work. Just 33 per cent of
those employees said they are ‘somewhat’
to ‘very’ happy.
Turning dissatisfaction into satisfaction
– and increasing productivity and creativity in the process – starts with a shared
purpose. It’s critical to have a common
vision that everyone understands, says
Greenwood.
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“You buy into a concept to keep a job,
but when you believe in a concept, you
want to be part of it and contribute to
achieving it,” he says.
Creating a collective purpose goes
beyond uploading a vision statement to
your website or plopping a poster on the
fridge door in the staff kitchen. “Purpose
today is about finding meaning in what
[you are] doing,” notes Bryan Benjamin,
vice-president of organization performance with the Conference Board of
Canada in Ottawa. “You need a well-articulated strategy about where the company
is going.”
That connection involves understanding the significance of their work – and
feeling appreciated. “You don’t feel you
belong in a company if you’re not given
individual attention and feel like you’re
being groomed to do a better job,” says
Henderson.
continued
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The Canada Business Network defines
corporate culture as the attitude of the
people who make up the business,
reflected in their values, behaviours, and
ideas. According to the federal government’s small business support agency, a
healthy culture enables your workforce
to see the big picture and feel like they’re
part of that vision. Building a strong organizational culture is more than simply
enjoying a pleasant atmosphere on the
job. The goal is to influence employees
in a positive way so that they’ll strive to
improve performance and productivity.
A formal strategy is one element in
creating your corporate culture. It’s an
important starting point, says Benjamin,
but it will not resonate with employees at
all levels. Strategy lives and breathes primarily with senior leadership, but it needs
to touch all employees. Ultimately managers and supervisors are the ones who will
make the strategy come to life for frontline staff.
Communications will help you develop
and maintain the corporate culture you
want, but the dialogue must be ongoing.
“The frequency with which we communicate has to be greater than ever,” stresses
Benjamin. “Staff need to be continually
communicated with – not to.”
This is not a one-way flow of information, he adds. “[Employees] need to
be engaged. Invite input. Give people a
chance to be a part [of the company].”
The most successful corporate cultures
bolsters the organization and those who
work there. Henderson uses Maslow’s
hierarchy of needs as an example of how
companies can meet employee needs at
all levels. The most basic need in the fivetier model – a cornerstone of motivational
theory – is physiological needs. For companies, this translates into appropriate
compensation.
“You don’t get productive employees if
they can’t afford to live,” says Henderson.
The top two rungs in the ladder –
esteem and self-actualization – are the
levels at which many companies today
are operating and creating a thriving corporate culture.
Esteem is about recognition and reward
for a job well done. This can involve
everything from incentive programs
18

“

According to the
Canada Human Resources
Centre, about 60 per
cent of employees are
not engaged at work…
and unhappy workers
cost the North American
business economy over
$350 billion a year in lost
productivity.

”

to contests to employee of the month
awards. “You’d be surprised at the psychological benefits this reaps,” says Henderson.
Indeed, a survey conducted by the
Toronto-based employee engagement
firm Achievers revealed that for more
than 1,700 respondents, recognition and
rewards impact their decision to stay with
their current employer or look for new
employment. More than half surveyed
said they plan to seek new jobs this year,
with more than one-quarter citing a lack
of recognition for their efforts by their current employer as driving their decision.
“Today’s staff wants to be part of the
business; they want to know they count
in the business, respected and are appreciated,” says Greenwood. “This is why
ongoing and open communication is so
important. Gone are the days of ‘Just do
what I tell you.’”
Employees also want to work for a
company that looks beyond itself and
encourages its people to do the same. In
practical terms, the final step in Maslow’s
hierarchy, self-actualization, is about giving back, espousing values, and striving
to live up to those values. It’s about more
than just the bottom line.
Those values have to be more than
paper thin. Leaders need to be seen and
they need to be seen to mirror the ideals, goals, and vision of the company. “It
has to be championed,” says Henderson.
“People will take their cue from the CEO.”
If you’re unsure how healthy your company culture is, take its temperature, recommends the Canada Business Network.
Do staff arrive and leave right on time? Do
they take longer lunches and breaks? Do
they opt not to attend company events?

These are all signs of disengagement.
“Fulfilled people like to come to work.
Fulfilled people don’t max out their sick
days. They don’t take stress leave,” says
Henderson.
Traditional measures of healthy corporate cultures also include revenue, profit
margins, and customer satisfaction. Contemporary measures go beyond this to
uncover if there is a shared understanding
and commitment about what the company stands for. This is often reflected in
the beliefs, stories and experiences that
employees share and pass along. They
become part of the fabric of the firm.
Weaving the threads of the corporate
culture that best fits your company is not
an overnight exercise. “It must be ongoing,” says Benjamin.
Lip service to a unified and cohesive
culture, he cautions, will fall on deaf ears.
According to the Canada Human
Resources Centre, a national staffing and
employment firm, the silence is deafening at many companies across the country. The Centre’s most recent Employee
Engagement Index found that 60 per cent
of employees are not engaged, and 15
per cent are actively disengaged at work.
Only 25 per cent are actively immersed in
their job.
For companies, this lack of engagement
will ultimately come down to dollars and
cents. The Centre notes that unhappy
workers cost the North American business
economy well over $350 billion a year in
lost productivity.
To improve performance and enhance
job satisfaction, successful companies
focus on their employees, equipping them
with the skills, knowledge and insight they
need to feel important, connected and
relevant. They build a culture around that
engagement.
“If your people are not a factor in your
success, they are a factor in your lack of
it,” says Henderson.
“There is no middle
ground.” Q JN

donalee Moulton is a
freelance writer based
in Nova Scotia.
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BUILDING SUCCESS ONE
SATISFIED CUSTOMER AT A TIME

F

or Alex Trichas, Andre
Dimopoulos, Chris Dimopoulos, and Nick Dimopoulos co-owners of Groupe
Dorval-Sources-St-Henri in Quebec, success is not a solo effort.
It takes a cohesive team to keep
customers coming back.
And that team includes Bestbuy Distributors Limited.
“We stand apart by focusing on our customers’ needs,”
says Alex. “We treat them with
respect and provide them with
a professional service.”
The family business, celebrating its 35th anniversary this year, is
founded on a commitment to customer
service. “Our customer service philosophy is simple: the customer is always
right,” says Alex. “We focus on building strong relationships with customers by offering them different avenues
to grow their businesses from our programs.”
The Quebec company, which started
in 1984 with the opening of Sources
Auto Parts and subsequently expanded
to include St-Henri Auto Parts in Montreal and Dorval Auto Parts in Dorval,
ensures excellent customer service by
ensuring staff are well informed about
current products and armed with the
latest industry knowledge. That knowl-

Nick Dimopoulos (left) and Chris Dimopoulos

edge is then shared with customers
and used to help them make the best
decisions for their business.
Quality service also means providing customers with the products they
need when they need them. “We are
constantly improving our dispatching
service so that our customers get their
products in a timely manner,” says
Alex. “We invest in our computer system so that customers have access to
our e-store, live inventory, and pricing.
We also invest greatly in inventory. In
recent years, we expanded our warehouse square footage to accommodate
even more inventory.”
Little things are also big things at
Groupe Dorval-Sources-St-Henri. “We

make sure that our stores are
always clean and organized so
that our customers feel welcomed,” says Alex. “We ensure
that our staff greet our customers with professionalism and are
there to assist them in any way
they can.”
Being a member of Bestbuy
helps Groupe Dorval-Sources-StHenri meet its diverse customer
needs – and it helps the bottom
line. As a new Bestbuy member
in 1995, the Quebec auto parts
company took the opportunity
to learn as much as it could
from other more experienced Bestbuy
members. “The relationship among
members is like a family. We share
each other’s experiences and knowledge to grow our respective businesses,” says Alex.
“All members support and respect
one another,” he adds. “The value of
the Bestbuy membership supersedes
special interests.”
Flexibility is a cornerstone of membership – and a significant benefit to
companies including Groupe DorvalSources-St-Henri. Alex notes that they
run their business according to their
own instincts, but Bestbuy has helped
them connect with top-level suppliers
across the automotive industry.

ADVERTISEMENT

Andre Dimopoulos (left), and Alex Trichas.

“The management staff at Bestbuy
together as partners, we could achieve
has always supported us with any
our goals,” says Alex.
issues we had along the way. They
That partnership philosophy, he
have always been there for us, and
notes, extends to employees. “We
continue to.”
focus on being transparent with our
That genuine partnership is reflected
staff and to build strong relationships
in the relationship members have with
with them. We are always there to give
the company. “Bestbuy members are
credit for their hard work and to setup
shareholders, and as such, we all are
whatever platform they require to
working for a common goal of providing
improve.”
the best service to our customers and
The auto parts company believes in
the best price,” says co-owner Andre
partnering beyond the business. For
Dimopoulos, who currently serves on
the past 11 years, it has organized an
the Bestbuy board of directors.
annual walkathon and barbecue for
Bestbuy’s approach to doing busicancer that raised $26,000 in its first
ness is aligned with that of Groupe
year and has since gone on to raise
Dorval-Sources-St-Henri. “Our managemore than $650,000. “We believe in givment philosophy is that by working
ing back to the community,” says Alex.
|
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“With the help of family and friends, we
are able to raise this money to combat
cancer. One hundred per cent of the
money raised goes to the cause.”
The success of the Quebec-based
company, and its winning approach
to business, has been recognized by
Groupe Dorval-Sources-St-Henri’s peers.
In 2015, the company was named Jobber of the Year and that same year was
honoured by the Automotive Industries
Association of Canada.
That winning streak continues for the
company – and its customers. “We are
constantly looking for growth,” says
Alex, “and as such, we will continue
to invest in our employees, inventory,
technology and locations.” Q
21
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Offering
DIY PARTS… AND

education
DO-IT-YOURSELFERS AREN’T GOING AWAY
ANY TIME SOON, BUT THEY MIGHT NEED A
LITTLE MORE HELP FROM THOSE WHO
SELL THEM THE PARTS.

A

uto parts manufacturers and retailers are helping do-it-yourselfers get
a grip on the growing complexity
of vehicles by sending them to the world’s
second-most popular search engine: YouTube.
That’s right. The place you go to see
funny clips of talking dogs, Bo Jackson’s
Nike commercials from the 1980s, and
your favourite band’s music videos has
also become a hotbed of automotive
repair instruction.
Driveway repairs have been a staple in
North America for a hundred years. But
these days, amateur mechanics need a
22

little extra guidance.
CRP Automotive, for example, has been
producing videos for more than four years
and has compiled a library of more than
100 instructional episodes so far.
“There’s a need for education,” said
Ryan Stuver, the company’s Clevelandbased channel sales manager for retail.
“A lot of consumers and DIY customers
are reaching out to the people they trust
about parts for that information.”
In order to keep its finger on the pulse
of the auto repair community, CRP consults its innovation council, a group of
top-level professional repair technicians

who share their personal stories of highfailure parts.
“We address common issues and even
misconceptions while trying to educate
the viewer and put these videos together
in bite-sized chunks. They’re one-and-ahalf minutes to two-and-a-half minutes at
most,” he said.
Continental Automotive has a growing number of instructional videos on
YouTube, too. Dave Maclay, the company’s head of product management in
Allentown Penn., said his team will come
up with the topics, write the scripts, and
appear on camera while a third-party pro-
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duction company handles the cameras
and editing.
It also has a team of technical training
specialists that travel around the country
to visit retail stores, repair shops and technical colleges to teach up-and-coming
technicians about its products. On top of
all that, they routinely participate in panel
discussions at trade shows.
The combination of the two approaches
helps keeps the company top-of-mind
with people making purchasing decisions.
Continental supplies a wide variety of
parts, including tire pressure sensors, fuel
injectors, and collision warning technol-

“

Our job is to help
do-it-yourselfers with
as much advice as we can.
The job might be bigger
than they think it is.
It’s our job to let them
know what they’re
facing.

”

ogy to industry giants such as Chrysler,
General Motors, Ford, and Nissan.
“We want to make sure all technicians have the latest information about
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our products. Technology changes quite
rapidly in the automotive world. Getting
that message out there is very important,”
Maclay said.
A growing number of replacement parts
are geared towards the DIFM (do-it-forme) market, not because they’re necessarily hard to install but because they require
specific tools and equipment to do the
job.
“The Saturday afternoon do-it-yourselfer
doesn’t have those tools. The average
vehicle owner doesn’t even know where
the lane departure or back-up sensors are
continued
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“

Suppliers tend to do a better job of building
awareness among DIYers than counterpersons do…
which is an area of opportunity for jobbers.

”

located. The chances of locating it, replacing it and calibrating it (successfully) are
pretty slim. It’s not that it can’t be done,
but it’s just not practical,” he said.
Paola Bianchi agrees. The Montrealbased director of integrated marketing
strategy at NAPA Auto Parts said the vast
majority of do-it-yourselfers do relatively
light work, such as filters, oil changes and
wipers. Quite simply, there’s a limit to
what motorists can do on their own. Complexity aside, it doesn’t make financial
sense for them to buy expensive equipment to do the work properly, particularly
if the whole reason you’re doing driveway
work is to save money.
“What’s the return on investment? How
many will invest in the shop equipment
just to be able to repair their car one
time?” she said.
Parts specialists at NAPA’s 600 stores
across Canada are trained to provide
advice to do-it-yourselfers and as the
vehicles get more complex, the advice
follows.
“Our job is to help with as much advice
as we can. The job might be bigger than
they think it is. In some cases, we have
parts specialists who are more concerned
(than the customer) about them doing it
themselves. It’s our job to let them know
what they’re facing,” she said.
There are some vehicle parts, such as
filters, spark plugs, or ignition coils, that
have been virtually untouched by technology over the years and can be replaced
by the DIYer with a certain familiarity with
how cars and trucks run. Kumar Saha,
director of after sales, retail, and new
mobility at consulting and research firm
Frost & Sullivan, said complex parts historically haven’t been very DIY-friendly.
“There are fewer people inclined to
do their own repairs or know how to do
them. A DIY person won’t necessarily
go and change a sensor,” he said. “The
newer car owners are less interested in
24

doing their own repairs. The car is more
complex than it was in the 1960s and
there are more support systems available
to people.”
Suppliers tend to do a better job of
building awareness among DIYers than
counterpersons tend to, which is one area
of opportunity for jobbers, he said.
“If you’re a counterman, and a customer wants to buy a part, and you say, ‘I
don’t think you can replace this on your
own,’ you lose the sale,” he explained.
“The right way should be, ‘Buy this part
from me; I know a good garage.’ There’s
a bit of that education that needs to come
from the retailers to make sure the counterperson is making the DIYer aware of
the complexity behind the product. It’s a
training issue.”
By his assessment, the motivation is
slightly different for suppliers.
“They want to ensure that their product
is installed and operated in the right way.
If it’s not, then the customer will blame
the product and (the suppliers) don’t
want that,” he said.
If there’s anybody who knows the DIY
market, it’s Paul Theberge. The Winnipegbased category leader at Princess Auto
oversees three buying teams and his 46
stores across the country carry more
than 250 auto repair stock keeping units
(SKUs). He said the company’s DIY business continues to grow.
“Our (typical) customer has older
equipment or cars. We sell code-readers
for new cars and tire pressure and air bag
monitoring systems. Our competitors tend
to shy away from those kinds of products.
We sell the things that not everybody else
wants to sell. Our guy comes in because
of that,” he said.
At Princess Auto, it does indeed appear
to be a world for “guys.” The customer
base is almost exclusively male.
The company directs people to its own
customer service portal or YouTube if

they want to see how to replace their
brakes or change a headlight. Some YouTube videos are even embedded on the
Princess Auto website. The company,
perhaps not surprisingly, no longer carries
auto repair manuals.
“People go online. They’re doing the
research themselves and coming in to
buy the tools they need for the job. I think
that’s part of how people shop today.
They pre-shop online and then come into
the store,” he said.
Some of that equipment costs as little as
$70, or as much as $600.
“We don’t get a lot of product back
because people don’t understand how it
works. Most of our guys figure it out,” he
said.
The general consensus among parts
retailers is that DIY work is a steady and
continuing part of the aftermarket equation… and it’s not nearly as dangerous as
some alarmists would suggest. It’s not as
if a botched do-it-yourself job could lead
to a car or truck exploding in the middle
of the highway but there could be some
safety issues, retailers will argue.
For example, power steering requires a
mix of parts, connections, and fluids.
“If you’re missing a connection, you
might have a dead steering wheel. The
wheel might not turn,” CRP’s Stuver said.
What’s more likely to happen is the
non-fixed part won’t work the way it’s supposed to, or your vehicle might not start.
“That could lead to a costly tow to a
repair shop,” he said.
The DIY market will endure, even with
the growing complexity of vehicles.
“There will always be enthusiasts willing
to dabble and do the work themselves,”
said Stuver. “It may be a little more difficult (in the future) but if there’s a will,
there’s a way.” Q JN

Geoff Kirbyson is a
freelance writer based
in Winnipeg, Man.
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Transmission service
Engine cooling fan
assemblies
Continental Commercial
Vehicles & Aftermarket
now offers a new line of
Continental Engine Cooling
Fan Assemblies that are
an exact match for fit and
performance to the OE
part. Engineered to restore
original engine cooling
performance, they are 100%
tested for fit, vibration, and
amperage draw. They also
feature OE-style electrical
connections so there are no
‘flying leads’ that require wire
splicing.
www.usa.vdo.com

Pads and rotors
Continental Commercial Vehicles & Aftermarket now offers
greater European application coverage with its ATE brake parts
program, including ATE Original Brake Pads and ATE Single
Pack Rotors. They are formulated to original equipment friction
specifications, and are built and tested to meet or exceed
the manufacturer’s standards. According to Continental, ATE
Original Brake Pads instantly deliver maximum braking power
without fade, squeal, or judder. They’re engineered for low heat
transmission to prevent pedal failure.
www.ate-na.com

Air struts

Mobile vehicle
inspection tool

New suspension numbers
KYB has added 24 new
numbers including several
high-performance monotube
Gas-a-Just shocks and StrutPlus complete assemblies to
its suspension line-up. Also
included in the release were
Excel-G units for high-profile,
late model applications such
as the 2016-2018 Honda
Civic and 2015-2018 Nissan
Versa. The new numbers
are in stock, and available
immediately.
www.kyb.com

Mitchell 1 has introduced the
ProSpect, a mobile vehicle
inspection and check-in
application that allows
service advisers to start the
vehicle intake, decode the
VIN or license plate, conduct
multi-point inspections, and
write an estimate or repair
order before the customer
even steps into the shop.
ProSpect offers fully wireless
functionality and seamless
integration with Manager
SE, helping to streamline
workflow from estimate to
invoice.
www.mitchellrep.com
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Arnott has released a
remanufactured OE front
air strut for the 20122018 Audi A6/A7 and the
2013-2019 Audi S6/S7 (C7
chassis). Arnott’s AS-3312 is
a remanufactured OE front
strut that fits both the left and
right side of the 2012-2018
Audi A6/A7 and the 20132019 Audi S6/S7 (C7 chassis).
Arnott remanufactures the
OE strut with new highquality tier 1 components,
including a multi-ply rubber
air bladder from ContiTech,
heavy duty crimping rings,
oil resistant O-rings, new airline fitting and a dust boot
to protect the air sleeve and
is repainted with corrosion
inhibiting paint to provide a
high quality finish.
www.arnottindustries.com

With the ATX 150, Mahle
Aftermarket now offers
repair shops a new entrylevel model in the proven
FluidPRO line. The new
ATX 150, offers a fast, lowcost, and precise service for
automatic transmissions in
passenger cars and delivery
vans. It offers a ‘Zero Cross
guarantee’ of purity when
changing oil type. Mahle
Aftermarket has also recently
expanded its range of oil
filters to include a number
of additional filter products
for automatic transmissions.
With these products and the
ATX 150 and ATX 180 service
units, Mahle Aftermarket is
able to offer a comprehensive
automatic transmission
service from a single source.
www.mahle.com

Chassis parts
Mevotech has introduced
96 new parts to its
chassis catalogue. The
part introductions expand
coverage of hub bearing
assemblies under the BXT and
TITAN-XF brands, premium
chassis brand Mevotech
Supreme and, best-in-class
chassis brand TTX with
engineered enhancements
over OE design for added
strength and durability.
partsonline.mevotech.com
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Air disc rotors

Oil for gas trucks

Blower motors

Shell Lubricants has
introduced Shell Rotella Gas
Truck full synthetic engine oil
providing, extreme protection
for towing and hauling for
gasoline-powered pickup
trucks and SUVs. The oil, from
the makers of Shell Rotella
heavy duty diesel engine
oil, offers the unsurpassed
protection these engines
need in three viscosity
grades: 0W-20, 5W-20 and
5W-30. The oil is available in
5 litre quantities in Canada.
Shell Rotella Gas Truck is
recommended for use in
gasoline-powered pick-up
trucks and SUVs, including
those that experience more
extreme conditions, including
stop and go driving.
www.rotella.ca

Continental offers a full line of OE quality VDO Blower Motors
with extensive application coverage for domestic and import
cars, light trucks, vans, and SUVs. Built to meet vehicle
specific design and function, the motors deliver exceptional
performance and no installation hassles. Mounting flanges
and ventilation tubes are the same as factory units for easy
installation. No flying leads or wire splicing. Electrical connector
bodies make installation quick and easy.
www.vdo.com/usa

Synthetic engine oil
Hot Shot’s Secret now provides a
full synthetic 15W-40 engine oil in
their Green Diamond Fleet line of
diesel oils. Recommended for most
diesel applications, the 100% purely
synthetic engine oil is infused
with Hot Shot’s Secret FR3 Nano
Technology and a CK-4 additive
package. Developed specifically for
severe duty fleets hauling heavy
loads, stop and go deliveries, or
operations where there are high levels of airborne particulates,
Green Diamond Fleet Engine Oil keeps the injectors, turbo and
engine cleaner and provides lubrication for optimum longlasting protection.
www.hotshotsecret.com

Brake pads
Akebono Brake Corporation
has expanded its UltraPremium Disc Brake Pad line
by eight: three ProACT and
five EURO part numbers.
Premium stainless hardware
is included in the five parts
that require it and four of
the EURO kits include an
electronic wear sensor. The
new release adds coverage
for an additional 3.8 million
vehicles; all late-model
vehicles.
www.akebonobrakes.com
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With the recent addition of
four new air disc rotor part
numbers to its specialty
rotor line, Raybestos now
offers increased coverage
for air disc applications, and
intends to release additional
part numbers later this year.
The news air disc products
are specifically designed to
handle the demands of class
7 and 8 vehicles, meeting or
exceeding original design and
performance requirements.
All rotors are 100 percent
coated with Grey Fusion 4.0
technology for corrosion
resistance.
www.raybestos.com

Swing arm tire changer
Timing chain water
pump kits
Cloyes Gear and Products
has released new timing
chain water pump
kits designed for the
replacement of worn or
damaged timing chains,
tensioners, sprockets,
guides, and water pumps. The kits provide professional
technicians with a complete repair solution. According to Cloyes,
timing chain-driven water pumps should always be replaced
at the same time as the timing chain to reduce warranties,
customer comebacks
www.cloyes.com

The new Hofmann monty
1675 Swing Arm Tire Changer
features a compact and
ergonomic design, as well
as the patented smartSpeed
technology which minimizes
risk of damage to tires.
Precision-cast and machined
shoes with strong cast jaws
make for precise, slop-free
clamping. The heavy-duty
pneumatic valves are simple
to operate and offer intuitive
functionality.
hofmann-equipment.com
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Borescope camera

AC line repair
Dorman has released a new AC line
repair kit, part # 801-700. It allows
technicians to repair or replace damaged
sections of AC line without having to
remove the whole line from the vehicle.
The time-saving kit includes a range of
fittings, like hard-line splices, hose to
line splices, hose-to-hose splices, and
line terminations. Aluminum tubing in a
variety of sizes is also included.
www.dorman.com

Actron has announced a new Wi-Fi
Borescope Camera that gives users the
ability to view and playback photos and
videos from vehicle inspection with the
download of an app on their smart device.
The CP7670 Actron Borescope Camera
is compatible with iPhone, iPad and
Android smart phone and tablet devices.
The flexible 3.3-foot tube can be shaped
into any viewing condition, allowing for
optimal viewing in hard-to-reach areas.
The 8 mm camera includes an adjustable
brightness of four tube-mounted camera
LEDs with eight brightness settings.
www.bosch.com

Dayco. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11
www.daycoproducts.com
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VDO – A Trademark of the Continental Corporation

www.vdo.com/usa

VDO OEM Direct Parts are genuine OEM parts direct from the
manufacturer – that’s us! They’re the same high quality original
equipment parts manufactured by Continental, affordably priced
to keep you competitive. Why settle for parts that claim to be
OE quality when you can have the genuine OEM parts?
salessupport-us@vdo.com | 800-564-5066
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REDEFINING YOUR BUSINESS… AND YOUR FUTURE
A little self-assessment goes a long way when the industry is constantly evolving.

W

ant to transform your business into one
that is indispensable to your clients? Here
are some questions you and your staff need to ask
yourselves:

1

What would ASP clients say are our unique
strengths? It’s tempting to be falsely humble
and downplay your strengths. But for the purpose
of this exercise, you really want to list the things
you do well.

2

What are our top three strengths? These
are the qualities you are known for, the areas
where you surpass all of your competitors.

3

What are our hidden strengths? These are
the corporate priorities and processes that you
don’t necessarily talk about but that are actually
quite significant in your success. Too often companies just assume that they’re well appreciated for
their unique approach. They make the mistake of
not boasting about them.

4

What are our biggest weaknesses in
the minds of the clients we serve today?
Answer honestly. Where are you most likely to
mess up? This is a key step in fixing the business.

5

What are the three weaknesses most
frequently cited by our clients? You may
not be able to straighten everything overnight, but
you can focus on the worst problems. Correcting
these alone will generate tremendous goodwill
from clients.

6

What assets do we have that people really
need? Sometimes your clients don’t even know
they need these things. But, as industry experts, you
can see that they do. It is time to market these solutions your clients. Make sure you’re positioned to
deliver them and exceed their expectations.

7

What is our business mission? In other
words, why do you come to work Monday
morning? What is your ultimate purpose, your
vision, for the next three years? What will it look like
in 2022? Writing this down will force you to crystalize your thinking. And outlining the steps you must
take will help you reach your ultimate goal.
30

8

Given our strengths, weaknesses, marketable assets, and mission, what should be
our top three goals? If you can summarize your
top priorities, you will have a powerful marketing
package that will impress and entice the industry.
You can see that this process is much more than
simply parroting the objectives that every other
jobber has. This forces you to create a clear and
unique path for your business, and it will lead to
substantially better results.
Here’s why it is so important to define your path.
ASP clients expect sharply higher levels of service
and quality these days. Your competitors are
constantly trying to lure them away from you with
promises of better service.
If you’re near the top of the industry in your area
and you don’t have an aggressive plan to continually improve your service quality levels, you’re
already falling behind. You may, in fact, be headed
for serious trouble.
In today’s aftermarket, you have to re-invent
yourself every three years. The industry is changing,
the auto repair business is changing, and you, their
jobber, must change too.
Be the parts store that understands your clients’
business, and how to help them get the results they
need to grow and be profitable. QJN

BY BOB
GREENWOOD,
AMAM
Bob Greenwood is an
Accredited Master
Automotive Manager
(AMAM), offering
personal business
coaching and ongoing
management training.
You can reach him at
greenwood@aaec.ca.
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New Plated Brake Calip
Caliper
per

100% New
Components
100% Hassle Free

Optimum Quality.
Optimum Coverage.
Optimum Value.
All for a Fraction of the Cost
With 100% new components, no core return and lower
warranty rates, new Element3TM calipers (formerly
Opti-CalTM ) provide hassle-free installation and optimal
performance. Designed and manufactured to strict
Raybestos® engineering speciﬁcations, these
award-winning premium calipers offer original
equipment precision at a fraction of the cost of OE.

www.raybestos.com
©2019 Brake Parts Inc LLC. All rights reserved. RAYBESTOS, THE BEST IN BRAKES, ELEMENT3 and OPTI-CAL are among the registered
trademarks and trademarks of BPI Holdings International, Inc.

WE DIDN’T SIMPLY THINK
OUTSIDE THE BOX.
WE REDESIGNED IT.
Valvoline Advanced Bay Box
™

™

Modular Rack for setup customization
7.5 Litre double-handle ergonomic pitcher
for precision pouring

Integrated Funnel with each pitcher
Drip tray for a safe workplace

Vision
Strip

Chamfered
Corners
(minimizes waste)

Easy
Breakdown

Each Bay Box contains 18.9 Litres,
enough for approximately 4 oil changes.

CA-DIG-0123-EN ©2018 Valvoline 8/18 ™Trademark, Valvoline or its subsidiaries, registered in various countries

